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ITU-T  RECOMMENDATION  I.375.1

NETWORK  CAPABILITIES  TO  SUPPORT  MULTIMEDIA  SERVICES:
GENERAL  ASPECTS

Summary

This Recommendation specifies the general aspects of network capabilities for the support of multimedia services,
including audiovisual services. Network capabilities to support multimedia services and applications are described by
means of reference configurations and corresponding network architectures. Functional blocks in the architecture are
identified and the physical and logical relationships among these blocks are described. Although assumptions must
necessarily be made regarding the functionality of Customer Premises Equipment (CPE), specific requirements for CPE
are outside the scope of this Recommendation.

Source

ITU-T Recommendation I.375.1 was prepared by ITU-T Study Group 13 (1997-2000) and was approved under the
WTSC Resolution No. 1 procedure on the 1st of June 1998.

Keywords

Functional groups, Multimedia services, Network capabilities, Reference configuration.
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FOREWORD

ITU (International Telecommunication Union) is the United Nations Specialized Agency in the field of telecommuni-
cations. The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of the ITU. The ITU-T is
responsible for studying technical, operating and tariff questions and issuing Recommendations on them with a view to
standardizing telecommunications on a worldwide basis.

The World Telecommunication Standardization Conference (WTSC), which meets every four years, establishes the
topics for study by the ITU-T Study Groups which, in their turn, produce Recommendations on these topics.

The approval of Recommendations by the Members of the ITU-T is covered by the procedure laid down in WTSC
Resolution No. 1.

In some areas of information technology which fall within ITU-T’s purview, the necessary standards are prepared on a
collaborative basis with ISO and IEC.

NOTE

In this Recommendation, the expression "Administration" is used for conciseness to indicate both a telecommunication
administration and a recognized operating agency.

INTELLECTUAL  PROPERTY  RIGHTS

The ITU draws attention to the possibility that the practice or implementation of this Recommendation may involve the
use of a claimed Intellectual Property Right. The ITU takes no position concerning the evidence, validity or applicability
of claimed Intellectual Property Rights, whether asserted by ITU members or others outside of the Recommendation
development process.

As of the date of approval of this Recommendation, the ITU had not received notice of intellectual property, protected
by patents, which may be required to implement this Recommendation. However, implementors are cautioned that this
may not represent the latest information and are therefore strongly urged to consult the TSB patent database.

  ITU  1998

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying and microfilm, without permission in writing from the ITU.
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Recommendation I.375.1
Recommendation I.375.1     (06/98)

NETWORK  CAPABILITIES  TO  SUPPORT  MULTIMEDIA  SERVICES:
GENERAL  ASPECTS 

1

(Geneva, 1998)

1 Scope

This Recommendation specifies the general aspects of network capabilities for the support of multimedia services,
including audiovisual services. Network capabilities to support multimedia services and applications are described by
means of reference configurations and corresponding network architectures. Functional blocks in the architecture are
identified and the physical and logical relationships among these blocks are described. Although assumptions must
necessarily be made regarding the functionality of Customer Premises Equipment (CPE), specific requirements for CPE
are outside the scope of this Recommendation.

Relationships between service provider(s), content provider(s) and network provider(s) are outside the scope of this
Recommendation.

2 General network requirements for multimedia service classes

According to Recommendation F.700 (Framework for Multimedia Services), the following multimedia service classes
are considered:

• conference services;
• conversation services;
• distribution services;
• retrieval services;
• collection services;
• message services.

Figure 1 shows the reference configuration which is applicable to all multimedia service classes.
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Figure 1/I.375.1 – Reference configuration applicable to all classes of multimedia services
FIGURE 1/I.375.1  [D01]  =  10 cm

_______________
1 This Recommendation replaces Recommendation I.374: Network Capabilities to support multimedia services.
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The functional groups of this reference configuration contain functions which are required to support all multimedia
service classes, as follows:

NOTE 1 – The following lists may not necessarily be exhaustive.

• End user functions

– Application control functions:

These functions are needed to control the application by the exchange of messages between the end user and
the content server via the service provider. They differ from service to service and will therefore not be
described on this level.

– Network control functions:

These functions are needed to control the network by the exchange of messages between the end user and the
service provider. They also differ from service to service and will therefore not be described on this level.

– Information handling functions, e.g.:

• Access control functions:

These functions are related to security aspects, e.g. needed to ensure authentication and authorization.

• Information conversion.

• Information encoding and decoding.

• Information encryption and decryption.

– Data stream termination functions, e.g.:

• ATM termination (if applicable).

• MPEG-2 transport stream termination (if applicable).

• Error correction handling.

• Access functions

– End user interface termination function.

– Transport interface termination function.

– Access bearer handling.

– Bearer channel concentration.

– Signalling and packet information multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Circuit emulation for the ATM transport.

– Multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Cross-connect function including grooming and configuration.

• Transport functions

– Transport of bearer information (user information).

– Transport of protocol information for signalling.

– Transport of protocol information for operation and maintenance.

– Network control functions.

• Service provider selection functions

– Termination of network control functions.

– Selection of service provider.

– Navigation functions related to the service provider, including directory functions.

• Service provider functions

– Distribution (duplication) functions.

– Collection (merge) functions.

– Content selection functions.

– Broker functions.
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– Billing functions.

– Navigation functions related to the content.

• Content server functions

– Application preparation and storage.

– Termination of application control functions.

– Information generation.

NOTE 2 – The Servers from which content is loaded on to the Content Server Functions as well as the network through which this
process is carried out are outside the scope of this Recommendation.

These functional groups are separated by the indicated reference points. The naming, definition and description of the
reference points is for further study.

The following subclauses describe reference configurations which are specific to a particular service class.

2.1 Multimedia conference services class

Multimedia conference services are characterized by multipoint communication and bidirectional information exchange.
Multipoint service can be provided by a transport function or service function (e.g. MCU). The reference configuration
for the multimedia conference services class is shown in Figure 2. It presents the functions of multimedia conference
services to be supported by network capabilities.
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Figure 2/I.375.1 – Reference configuration for multimedia conference services class

FIGURE 2/I.375.1  [D02]  =  10 cm

The functional groups contain the following functions to be supported:

NOTE – The following lists may not necessarily be exhaustive.

• End user functions

– Application control functions:

These functions are needed to control the application by the exchange of messages between the end user and
the service provider. They differ from conference service to conference service and will therefore not be
described on this level.
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– Network control functions:

These functions are needed to control the network by the exchange of messages between the end user and the
service provider. They also differ from conference service to conference service and will therefore not be
described on this level.

– Information handling functions, e.g.:

• Access control functions:

These functions are related to security aspects, e.g. needed to ensure authentication and authorization.

• Information encoding and decoding.

• Information encryption and decryption.

– Data stream termination functions, e.g.:

• ATM termination (if applicable).

• Information conversion.

• MPEG-2 transport stream termination (if applicable).

• Error correction handling.

• Access functions

– End user interface termination function.

– Transport interface termination function.

– Access bearer handling.

– Bearer channel concentration.

– Signalling and packet information multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Circuit emulation for the ATM transport.

– Multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Cross-connect function including grooming and configuration.

• Transport functions

– Multipoint transport of bearer information (user information).

– Multipoint transport of protocol information for signalling.

– Multipoint transport of protocol information for operation and maintenance.

– Network control functions.

• Service provider selection functions

– Termination of network control functions.

– Selection of service provider.

– Navigation functions related to the service provider, including Directory functions.

• Service provider functions

– Distribution (duplication) functions.

– Collection (merge) functions.

– Broker functions.

– Billing functions.

– Reservation function.

These functional groups are separated by reference points. The definition and description of the reference points is for
further study.
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2.2 Multimedia conversation services class

Multimedia conversation services are characterized by point-to-point communication and bidirectional information
exchange. The reference configuration for the multimedia conversation services class is shown in Figure 3. It presents
the functions of multimedia conversation services to be supported by network capabilities.
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Figure 3/I.375.1 – Reference configuration for multimedia conversation services class

FIGURE 3/I.375.1  [D03]  =  7 cm

The functional groups contain the following functions to be supported:

NOTE – The following lists may not necessarily be exhaustive.

• End user functions

– Application control functions:

These functions are needed to control the application by the exchange of messages between the end user and
the service provider. They differ from conversation service to conversation service and will therefore not be
described on this level.

– Network control functions:

These functions are needed to control the network by the exchange of messages between the end user and the
service provider. They also differ from conversation service to conversation service and will therefore not be
described on this level.

– Information handling functions, e.g.:

• Access control functions:

These functions are related to security aspects, e.g. needed to ensure authentication and authorization.

• Information conversion.

• Information encoding and decoding.

• Information encryption and decryption.

– Data stream termination functions, e.g.:

• ATM termination (if applicable).

• MPEG-2 transport stream termination (if applicable).

• Error correction handling.

• Access functions

– End user interface termination function.

– Transport interface termination function.

– Access bearer handling.
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– Bearer channel concentration.

– Signalling and packet information multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Circuit emulation for the ATM transport.

– Multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Cross-connect function including grooming and configuration.

• Transport functions

– Point-to-point transport of bearer information (user information).

– Point-to-point transport of protocol information for signalling.

– Point-to-point transport of protocol information for operation and maintenance.

– Network control functions.

• Service provider selection functions

– Termination of network control functions.

– Selection of service provider.

– Navigation functions related to the service provider, including Directory functions.

• Service provider functions

– Broker functions.

– Billing functions.

These functional groups are separated by reference points. The definition and description of the reference points is for
further study.

2.3 Multimedia distribution services class

Multimedia distribution services are characterized by point-to-multipoint communication and unidirectional information
exchange. The reference configuration for the multimedia distribution services class is shown in Figure 4. It presents the
functions of multimedia distribution services to be supported by network capabilities.
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Figure 4/I.375.1 – Reference configuration for multimedia distribution services class

FIGURE 4/I.375.1  [D04]  =  10 cm
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The functional groups contain the following functions to be supported:

NOTE – The following lists may not necessarily be exhaustive.

• End user functions

– Application control functions:

These functions are needed to control the application by the exchange of messages between the end user and
the content server via the service provider. They differ from distribution service to distribution service and will
therefore not be described on this level.

– Network control functions:

These functions are needed to control the network by the exchange of messages between the end user and the
service provider. They also differ from distribution service to distribution service and will therefore not be
described on this level.

– Information handling functions, e.g.:

• Access control functions:

These functions are related to security aspects, e.g. needed to ensure authentication and authorization.

• Information conversion.

• Information encoding and decoding.

• Information encryption and decryption.

– Data stream termination functions, e.g.:

• ATM termination (if applicable).

• MPEG-2 transport stream termination (if applicable).

• Error correction handling.

• Access functions

– End user interface termination function.

– Transport interface termination function.

– Access bearer handling.

– Circuit emulation for the ATM.

– Multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Cross-connect function including grooming and configuration.

• Transport functions

– Point-to-multipoint transport of bearer information (user information).

– Point-to-multipoint transport of protocol information for signalling.

– Point-to-multipoint transport of protocol information for operation and maintenance.

– Network control functions.

• Service provider selection functions

– Termination of network control functions.

– Selection of service provider.

– Navigation functions related to the service provider, including Directory functions.

• Service provider functions

– Distribution (duplication) functions.

– Content selection functions.

– Broker functions.

– Billing functions.

– Navigation functions related to the content.
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• Content server functions

– Application preparation and storage.

– Termination of application control functions.

These functional groups are separated by reference points. The definition and description of the reference points is for
further study.

2.4 Multimedia retrieval services class

Multimedia retrieval services are characterized by point-to-point communication and unidirectional information
exchange. The reference configuration for the multimedia retrieval services class is shown in Figure 5. It presents the
functions of multimedia retrieval services to be supported by network capabilities.
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Figure 5/I.375.1 – Reference configuration for multimedia retrieval services class

FIGURE 5/I.375.1  [D05]  =  7 cm

The functional groups contain the following functions to be supported:

NOTE – The following lists may not necessarily be exhaustive.

• End user functions

– Application control functions:

These functions are needed to control the application by the exchange of messages between the end user and
the content server via the service provider. They differ from retrieval service to retrieval service and will
therefore not be described on this level.

– Network control functions:

These functions are needed to control the network by the exchange of messages between the end user and the
service provider. They also differ from retrieval service to retrieval service and will therefore not be described
on this level.

– Information handling functions, e.g.:

• Access control functions:

These functions are related to security aspects, e.g. needed to ensure authentication and authorization.

• Information conversion.

• Information encoding and decoding.

• Information encryption and decryption.
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– Data stream termination functions, e.g.:

• ATM termination (if applicable).

• MPEG-2 transport stream termination (if applicable).

• Error correction handling.

• Access functions

– End user interface termination function.

– Transport interface termination function.

– Access bearer handling.

– Bearer channel concentration.

– Signalling and packet information multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Circuit emulation for the ATM transport.

– Multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Cross-connect function including grooming and configuration.

• Transport functions

– Point-to-point transport of bearer information (user information).

– Point-to-point transport of protocol information for signalling.

– Point-to-point transport of protocol information for operation and maintenance.

– Network control functions.

• Service provider selection functions

– Termination of network control functions.

– Selection of service provider.

– Navigation functions related to the service provider, including Directory functions.

• Service provider functions

– Content selection functions.

– Broker functions.

– Billing functions.

– Navigation functions related to the content.

• Content server functions

– Application preparation and storage.

– Termination of application control functions.

 These functional groups are separated by reference points. The definition and description of the reference points is given
for an example of the multimedia retrieval services (Vod service) in Recommendation I.375.2.

2.5 Multimedia collection services class

Multimedia collection services are characterized by multipoint-to-point communication and unidirectional information
exchange. The reference configuration for the multimedia collection services class is shown in Figure 6. It presents the
functions of multimedia collection services to be supported by network capabilities.
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Figure 6/I.375.1 – Reference configuration for multimedia collection services class

FIGURE 6/I.375.1  [D06]  =  10 cm

The functional groups contain the following functions to be supported:

NOTE – The following lists may not necessarily be exhaustive.

• End user functions

– Application control functions:

These functions are needed to control the application by the exchange of messages between the end user and
the service provider. They differ from collection service to collection service and will therefore not be
described on this level.

– Network control functions:

These functions are needed to control the network by the exchange of messages between the end user and the
service provider. They also differ from collection service to collection service and will therefore not be
described on this level.

– Information handling functions, e.g.:

• Access control functions:

These functions are related to security aspects, e.g. needed to ensure authentication and authorization.

• Information conversion.

• Information encoding and decoding.

• Information encryption and decryption.

– Data stream termination functions, e.g.:

• ATM termination (if applicable).

• MPEG-2 transport stream termination (if applicable).

• Error correction handling.

• Access functions

– End user interface termination function.

– Transport interface termination function.

– Access bearer handling.
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– Bearer channel concentration.

– Signalling and packet information multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Circuit emulation for the ATM transport.

– Multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Cross-connect function including grooming and configuration.

• Transport functions

– Multipoint-to-point transport of bearer information (user information).

– Point-to-multipoint transport of protocol information for signalling.

– Point-to-multipoint transport of protocol information for operation and maintenance.

– Network control functions.

• Service provider selection functions

– Termination of network control functions.

– Selection of service provider.

– Navigation functions related to the service provider, including Directory functions.

• Service provider functions

– Collection (merge) functions.

– Broker functions.

– Billing functions.

These functional groups are separated by reference points. The definition and description of the reference points is for
further study.

2.6 Multimedia message services class

Multimedia message services are characterized by non-realtime point-to-point or point-to-multipoint communication and
unidirectional information exchange. The reference configuration for the multimedia message services class is shown
in Figure 7. It presents the functions of multimedia message services to be supported by network capabilities.
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Figure 7/I.375.1 – Reference configuration for multimedia message services class

FIGURE 7/I.375.1  [D07]  =  7 cm
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The functional groups contain the following functions to be supported:
NOTE – The following lists may not necessarily be exhaustive.

• End user functions

– Application control functions:

These functions are needed to control the application by the exchange of messages between the end user and
the service provider. They differ from message service to message service and will therefore not be described
on this level.

– Network control functions:

These functions are needed to control the network by the exchange of messages between the end user and the
service provider. They also differ from message service to message service and will therefore not be described
on this level.

– Information handling functions, e.g.:

• Access control functions:

These functions are related to security aspects, e.g. needed to ensure authentication and authorization.

• Information conversion.

• Information encoding and decoding.

• Information encryption and decryption.

– Data stream termination functions, e.g.:

• ATM termination (if applicable).

• MPEG-2 transport stream termination (if applicable).

• Error correction handling.

• Access functions

– End user interface termination function.

– Transport interface termination function.

– Access bearer handling.

– Bearer channel concentration.

– Signalling and packet information multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Circuit emulation for the ATM transport.

– Multiplexing/demultiplexing.

– Cross-connect function including grooming and configuration.

• Transport functions

– Non-realtime point-to-point or point-to-multipoint transport of bearer information (user information).

– Point-to-point transport of protocol information for signalling.

– Point-to-point transport of protocol information for operation and maintenance.

– Network control functions.

• Service provider selection functions

– Termination of network control functions.

– Selection of service provider.

– Navigation functions related to the service provider, including Directory functions.

• Service provider functions

– Store-and-forward functions.

– Distribution (duplication) functions (if not provided by the transport functions).

– Broker functions.

– Billing functions.

These functional groups are separated by reference points. The definition and description of the reference points is for
further study.
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